Shipping to
Let's ensure that Amazon will accept your shipment

When you take good care of preparing your goods, you will
experience 90% less delays, damages and losses
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Which type of pallets
can I ship to Amazon?

For amazon warehouses in
the United Kingdom, you are
required to use block pallets.

For all the other countries
within Europe, you are
required to use europallets.

The dimensions for these
pallets are 100 x 120 cm.

The dimensions for these
pallets are 80 x 120 cm.

All pallets - no matter the destinations - need to be
of good quality.
Pallets with broken or missing planks are likely to
get rejected.
DO NOT paint the pallets. The pallets are required
to be in the natural wooden color.

"Easy to order, on time and
great communication with
regards to Amazon
shipments"
Martin - Luxorb.eu
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How to stack pallets?

All FBA labels on the goods
are required to face outside.
Amazon needs to be able to
scan these.

No items are allowed to stick
out. Everything needs to
remain within the dimensions
of the pallet.

There can only be 1 FBA
number per pallet. Every FBA
number requires its own
pallet.

Shipments are NOT allowed
to exceed 180 cm in height.
This is including the pallet.

Double stacked pallets may
get refused. This is at your
own risk.

The maximum weight per
pallet is 500kg.

Quicargo exclusively works with 'prefered Amazon carriers'
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How to seal pallets?

The pallets are required to be
sealed with transparent
wrapping material.

The shipment needs to be
completely sealed, pallet
included.

Every corner of the pallets is
required to be sealed at least
three times.

Do NOT use the wrapping
material to create knots.

"Putting in orders is fast
and you can do it 100%
online. Great when you
have little experience!"
Pina - Makro
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How should the truck
be loaded?

All pallets are required to be
loaded in the length of the
trailer. See the illustration
below.

Let's make your shipments to Amazon a success.
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At the end of the trailer, there
needs to be 15 cm of empty
space for docking purposes.

